
Spider web 2

Talking

Video Clip 1.

How do you respond to the example that girlfriends sometimes call their friends bitches?

Were you offended at all?  Is there ever examples of reverse discrimination in this clip?  Is 
the speaker making judgments about people although he does not want to be judged?

Without arguing, how would you respond to the comment that “ when you are white in this 
country, you are taught that everything in this country belongs to you.”

 “You feel like you invented this word.”

Ready to move on?  Tell Mrs. Frankling to play video clip 2

Are there consequences to gossip?

What about rumors?

Is it sometimes easier to be mean on social media?

One student ask these series of questions.  If anyone can honestly answer “yes” to a question, they are 
to silently  raise their hand.

 Has anyone ever rolled his or her eyes at you?
 Have you ever rolled your eyes at someone?
 Has anyone ever ignored you?
 Have you ever ignored someone?
 Have you ever been the subject of a rumor?
 Have you ever repeated a rumor?
 Has anyone ever been nice to you to your face then talked about you behind your back?
 Have you ever been excluded?
 Has anyone ever gossiped about you?
 Has anyone ever called you and tried to get you to say something negative about a person you 

did not know was already listening in to the conversation?
 Have you ever called someone on the telephone and tricked him/her into saying negative things 

about someone else who was secretly listening in on the conversation?
 Have you ever been cyber-bullied- computer, voice mail, or text?
 Have you ever cyber-bullied anyone?

https://www.facebook.com/atbenews/videos/vb.351883655162492/541745039509685/?type=2&theater
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zwwzFrNXgn4


Discussion:  

 “How did you feel about this activity?”  
 “What do you feel about the behaviors of gossiping? Rumors? Eye rolling?”  
 “How does this behavior affect a person’s (victim’s) reputation?”
 Do you think girls gossip more than guys?  Or is that a stereotype
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